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Microsoft teams background settings empty

See hardware decoder and encoder driver recommendations for. PS: I have Microsoft Teams version 1.3.00.10058 (64-bit). It was last updated on 4/24/2020. Hey everyone, anyone else experience it? On a brand new MS Surface Pro, and slightly older MacBook, these options disappeared just about a
month ago. Pick also The icon is gone as well. Basically, I felt it was something our IT did, but after talking to them, they said they had applied an customization pack to within our virtual environment, when I joined out a meeting, it shouldn't apply. I've tried rebuilding customer background folders, as well,
uninstalled and reinstalled countless times. One interesting thing is that if I reinstall, I get a blurred background option for a meeting, then after that it disappears again. Hopefully someone will come up with a solution? Page 2 13 comments Hey everyone, anyone else experience it? On a brand new MS
Surface Pro, and slightly older MacBook, these options disappeared just about a month ago. Also the hand pick icon has gone as well. Basically, I felt it was something our IT did, but after talking to them, they said they had applied an customization pack to within our virtual environment, when I joined out
a meeting, it shouldn't apply. I've tried rebuilding customer background folders, as well, uninstalled and reinstalled countless times. One interesting thing is that if I reinstall, I get a blurred background option for a meeting, then after that it disappears again. Hopefully someone will come up with a solution?
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